
The New Classic flat iron is a salon quality tool that allows you to 
style like a professional. The New Classic flat iron is a fully digital unit 
with 19 temperature options ranging from 270-450. The CROC 
Classic’s unique ergonomic design and proprietary ceramic heating 
system allows you to straighten and style the hair with one pass, 
saving you time. The ceramic technology also prevents your hair 
from further damage and dryness when straightening or styling with a 
hot tool. Your hair is left silky and soft. The New Classic flat iron is the 
#1 hair iron used for Keratin treatments among professional stylists.

Size - 1”, 1.5”
Stylist Price - $120.00

     The CROC Premium iron combines professionalism and luxury. This 
     iron not only meets your styling needs, but provides you with a styling 
     experience that exceeds expectation. Featuring 100% titanium 
     floating plates (for a perfect glide), an ergonomic body design, a color 
     changing cool tip and heat indicator, as well as extended plate 
     lengths, this iron creates the ultimate styling experience.

 Size - 1.5”
 Stylist Price - $160.00

The CROC Designer iron features a rounded barrel and compact 
design therefore easy to handle. It's rounded shape creates 
perfectly round curls and volume to the hair. Its easy touch controls, 
fully digital temperature settings, black floating titanium plates, and 
ceramic heater brings will take your styling techniques to another 
level.

• Features Revolutionary ATR (Automatic Temperature 
Reserve) System to extend the longevity of the iron 

while keeping the handle cool
• 40 minute Auto Shut Off safety feature
• ATR and Auto Shut Off keeps iron safe and conserves        



energy
• Smooth Nano Black Titanium Plates allow effortless glide
• Fully Digital, 18 custom temperature settings from 280°F to 

450°F
• Floating Plates and Rounded Barrel creates vivacious curls, flips, 

and straight styles
• Far-Infrared and Ionic Benefits
• 3/4 inch, compact, and easy to handle

Size - 1”
Stylist Price - $110.00

The CROC Hybrid iron’ s rounded design is perfectly suited for versatile 
styling from straight to curly. The floating plates offer the smoothest glide 
and a firm press without “catching” or snagging the hair for ultra sleek, 
shiny results. The Hybrid iron is also fully digital with 18 custom 
temperature settings, intelligently converts from Celsius to Fahrenheit 
therefore perfect for travel.

Size - 1”, 1.5”
Stylist Price - $140.00

On the hunt for perfect curls? Look no further! The CROC Hybrid 
Curling Iron utilizes a spring-style clamp and Marcel-like rotating barrel 
to create beautiful, effortless curls. Lock the barrel in to use a traditional 
spring styling technique, or unlock it and allow the Marcel-like rotations 
of the barrel to whirl your hair into a masterpiece. Choose between 
three different temperatures from 370°F, 400°F and 430°F. The CROC 
curling iron features an advanced ceranyx (ceramic + onyx) barrel 
which constantly radiates far-infrared rays and negative ions into the 
hair while styling. Its dual voltage option is also perfect for travel.

• HYBRID FUNCTION (Spring Iron + Marcel Iron): Spring-
style clamp and Marcel like rotating handle makes it easy for wrapping 
the hair around the barrel evenly and for quick and easy styling

• ADVANCED CERANYX (CERAMIC + ONYX): With heat, 
the advanced ceranyx (ceramic + onyx) barrel is constantly radiating far-infrared rays and 
negative ions into the hair

• DOUBLE HEATING SYSTEM heats up quickly; Maximum temperature 430°F
• LED DIGITAL DISPLAY: 3 heat settings; apply to all kinds of hair
• COOL TIP TEMPERATURE INDICATOR: When the temperature is up to workable grade, the 

circle will change color to white
• AUTO SHUT OFF setting is activated when no movement is detected in 50 minutes
• DUAL VOLTAGE 100V~240V: worldwide usage
• 360° SWIVEL CORD never tangles

Sizes - .75, 1”, 1.25”
Stylist Price - $90.00

The CROC Designer Blow Dryer contains a powerful AC motor, is 
lightweight, specially designed for optimal air flow,  and enhances styling and 
drying time. Turn the ionic generator “on” and allow negative ions to create a 
conditioning effect on the hair, and to seal the hair cuticle for smooth, less 
frizzy hair. 



The CROC Hybrid Blow Dryer is a dual function dryer specially designed for all hair types. Built with an 
ionic generator, this optional feature allows the user to customize their styling. Turn the ionic 
generator “on” and allow negative ions to create a conditioning effect on the hair, and to seal the 
hair cuticle for smooth, less frizzy hair. The CROC Hybrid Blow Dryer is perfect for blowouts and 
to use on overly curly, prone to frizz or thick hair. The AC/DC combined power makes this dryer 
more powerful while remaining lightweight.

Stylist Price - $125.00


